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QUESTION 1

Josh has been asked to rename a user as well as changing the user\\'s Internet address. Which statement is true? 

A. Josh will need to use the Address Change procedure to change only the Internet address after the rename procedure
is completed. 

B. When a user is renamed, Josh cannot change the user\\'s Internet address as part of a change to the user\\'s
common or alternate name. 

C. When a user is renamed, Josh can change the user\\'s Internet address as part of a change to the user\\'s common
or alternate name, but he cannot use this rename procedure to change only the Internet address. 

D. When a user is renamed, not only can Josh change the user\\'s Internet address as part of a change to the user\\'s
common or alternate name, but he can also use this rename procedure to change only the Internet address. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Sam is applying ID encryption. What is the strongest level of ID encryption he can mandate through a policy? 

A. 128-bit RC2 

B. 512-bit AES 

C. 128-bit AES 

D. 256-bit AES 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Can an administrator assign a policy to a user by editing his person document? 

A. no 

B. yes, only explicit policies 

C. yes, only organizational policies 

D. yes, both organizational and explicit policies 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Trisha has created an ID vault on one of the servers that is not the IBM Domino Directory Administration server. Why is
she unable to see the Vault document and other vault-related documents in the Domino Directory? 

A. She should refresh the view for the documents to show up immediately. 

B. Those documents will not be added to the Domino Directory until the AdminP task is run manually. 

C. Those documents will not be added to the Domino Directory until they have replicated from the Domino Directory
Administration server. 

D. Those documents will not be added to the Domino Directory until they have replicated from the hub server, which
does not have to be the Domino Directory Administration server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

John is a developer and would like to sign an XPage to run on an IBM Domino server. What is the lowest level of access
privilege he needs in order for the XPage to run? 

A. Run restricted LotusScript/Java agents. 

B. Sign agents to run on behalf of someone else. 

C. Sign XPages to run on behalf of the builder of the XPage. 

D. Sign agents or XPages to run on behalf of the invoker of the agent. 

Correct Answer: D 
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